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Introduction
Quantifying individual exposure to solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR) is imperative to
understanding the epidemiology of UVR related skin cancer. The development of personal
UVR dosimeters is hence essential for obtaining data regarding individual UVR exposure,
which can then be used to establish appropriate protective measures for occupational and
recreational exposure.

Because diamond is a tissue equivalent material and has a wide band-gap, CVD
polycrystalline diamond has been proposed for use in solar-blind UV dosimetry. It has been
reported that the photoconductivity in polycrystalline diamond films is enhanced after UV
illumination.[!] Photo-generated carriers can be trapped at some deep levels after
illumination. Because these levels are deep the thermal release of carriers is a slow process at
room temperature. Therefore the new airier distribution reached after illumination can result
in a metastable state because the temperature is too low to restore the initial equilibrium. The
sample can be bought back to initial equilibrium by heating. If the current is recorded during
heating of the samples one can observe current peaks corresponding to the thermal release of
trapped carriers, the so-called thermally stimulated currents (TSC).

From first-order kinetics, we find that the TSC intensity is proportional to the initial density
of trapped carriers, nt0. Since nt0 varies with the radiation dose, the measurement of TSC can
find an application in radiation dosimetry since the measurement of TSC gives a direct
measure of that dose.

Nitrogen can be used to introduce deep traps in diamond. This investigation will involve
examining the affect of the nitrogen concentration on the irradiation response of the films.
Furthermore, we will analyse the fading rate of the TSC signal. If diamond films are to have
a practical application in UVR dosimetry, then ideally we require a linear relationship
between the dose response and the TSC, and we also require a low fading rate. From this
investigation we hope to find the optimum nitrogen concentration which yields the desired
results.

Experimental
Thin CVD polycrystalline diamond films grown under different conditions and of varying
nitrogen concentration were used for the investigation of TSC in diamond. The four diamond
samples in increasing nitrogen content are NRL134, NRL212, NRL176 and NRL224. They
were fabricated at the Naval Research Laboratory using microwave plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition To determine the quality of the four different diamond samples,
Raman analysis was performed.
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The photoluminescence and Raman spectra were excited using the 514.5 line from an Argon
ion laser and collected using a DILOR XY confocal micro-Raman spectrometer. Figure 1
shows the Raman spectra for the four different diamond samples.
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Figure 1: Raman spectra from four different CVD polycrystalline diamond films
excited at 514.5nm. The curves have been displaced vertically for clarity.

From the spectra, the diamond peak occurs at about 1332cm"1 as expected. NRL134 has the
highest quality, whereas NRL176 is of the poorest quality since the diamond peak is broad
compared to the others.

Photoluminescence Raman spectra were used to determine the type of impurities in the four
samples. From the photoluminescence spectra (Figure 2) we found that the diamond samples
NRL134, NRL212 and NRL176 had luminescence peaks at about 2.15eV, 1.94eV and 1.7eV.
According to the literature,121 the 2.15eV centre is a vacancy - interstitial nitrogen complex
and the 1.94eV centre is a vacancy trapped next to a single substitutional nitrogen. The 1.7eV
peak is due to silicon in the sample. The diamond sample NRL224 showed all the above
photoluminescence peaks except for the 1.7eV peak. One possible explanation for this is that
for higher N concentrations, the N quenches the Si photoluminescence peak.w
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Figure 2: Typical photoluminescence spectra for CVD polycrystalline diamond

Further Work
The next stage will be to deposit Mo/Au electrical ohmic contacts to the diamond samples to
study the dark conduction and UV photo-induced conductivity in the four different diamond
samples.

The dark conduction investigation will involve measuring the current-voltage, I(V),
characteristics at different temperatures (300 - 600 K) and also measuring the current-
temperature, I(T), characteristics for different electric fields. From this study we hope to
verify that Poole-Frenkel conduction is the mechanism governing dark conduction in CVD
diamond.

The I(V) and I(T) characteristics of the diamond samples will then be measured after they
have been irradiated with ultraviolet light. Also, the TSC glow curve obtained with different
heating rates will be plotted for each sample.

To determine the potential of these four different diamond samples for UV radiation
dosimetry we will investigate their dose response. We hope to find a sample whose TSC
signal increases linearly with the irradiation dose over a large response time. Furthermore,
the TSC decay at different storage temperatures will be analysed.
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